
SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN COURSE



Systems technician course

The systems technician course studies, with theoretical-practical examples, all the key concepts for understanding the behaviour 
of the speaker's arrangements from the FFT analysis view. 

The first part of the course is focused on the constructive and destructive interferences that affect any direct sound 
configuration and how to understand, visualise and get data through the double FFT channel analyser. 

Once gotten the analysis fundamentals, the second part of the course focused, through practical exercises, on the study and the 
configuration of different types of arrangements and how to adapt them for different acoustic environments, using the 
previously learned knowledge.



Agenda

✴ Audio transmission definition. 
✴ Time & frequency. 
✴ Wavelength. 
✴ Waveforms. 
✴ Power. 
✴ Frequency response. 
✴ Polarity. 
✴ Phase. 
✴ Audio transmission: 

- Line level devices 
- Audio sources 
- Signal processor  
- Equaliser 
- Frequency divider 
- Power & Impedance 
- Speaker level devices 
- Power amplifiers 

✴ Acoustic transmission: 
- Power, pressor, surface 
- Environmental effects 
- Speakers 
- Coverage 

✴ Digital filters 
- IIR Filters 
- FIR Filters 
- Group & phase Delay

Transmission



Agenda

✴ FFT Analyser 
- Fourier’s Transform 
- Analyser's  basics 
- Time’s window 
- Linear & Logarithmic 
- Frequency resolution 
- Fixed Points Per Octave (FPPO) 
- Window functions 
- Averages 

✴ Spectral response 
- Limitations 
- Applications 

✴ Transfer function 
- Respuesta en Frecuencia 
- Relative amplitude 
- Relative phase 
- Polarity & relative phase 
- Involvement  
- Phase delay 
- Phase trend 
- Coherence  

✴ Impulse function 
- Linear 
- Logarithmic 
- ETC 
- Exponential Swep (ESS)

FFT Analyser
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✴ Acoustic sum properties: 
- Audio sum definition 
- Sum’s criteria 
- Sum’s result 
- Sum’s amplitude 
- Sum’s phase 
- Interference 

✴ Wave response 
- Sum’s zone 
- Comb filtering: Linear vs Logarithmic 

✴ Acoustic Crossover: 
- Acoustic crossover’s definition  
- Crossover types 
- Spectral dividers  

✴ Speakers arrangements: 
- Coupled arrangements 
- Uncoupled arrangements 

✴ Speakers sum/room 
- Sum’s types 
- Absorption effects 
- Environment effects

Acoustic sum



Agenda

✴Line Array 
- Line Array Theory 
- Phase & interactions 
- Straight line sources vs arch 

✴Low frequencies 
- Size vs wavelength 

✴High frequencies 
- Proportional directivity 
- Waveguides 

✴Arrays design 
- Symmetrical 
- Asymmetrical 

✴Technics 
- Array’s axis at 1/2 
- Array’s axis at 1/2 + 1/3 
- Correction by APF 
- Spatial averages 

✴Subwoofers 
- Gradient 
- End Fired 
- Stack Front & Back 
- In line arrangement 
- Physical arch / electronic arrangement  
- Omnidirectional arrangement  
- WFS 
- Tap window

Arrangements



The course’s duration is 4 day*¹ / 8 hours per day 
All the participants will receive the course’s location and the necessary information details some weeks before the course starts 
All the participants without an official RiTA© license software will receive a free educational demo version. This educational version allows you efficiently to follow the 
course’s exercises BUT it doesn't allow you to take real measurements. 
Prices*²: 

- Full course: 320€ 
- Full course + RiTA software: 455€ 

The payment can be done through the website by card, bank transfer or PayPal 
For further questions please contact directly to Global Audio Solutions through email at info@gaudiosolutions.com 

*¹ - (The course’s duration may vary. In that case, it will be indicated on the website when selecting the course’s city) 
*² - (The prices may change if the course’s duration changes. The established price on the website during the course’s buying period is always the correct one)
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